Recommended Conduct at UNEA

Do:

• Follow Protocol and respect the inter-governmental nature of UNEA
• Follow instructions given by UN staff, including security personnel
• Only enter those rooms you are allowed to enter (see color code of your badge)
• Only speak if you have been given the word by the chairperson
• Always wear your badge

Don’t:

• Do any protests, demonstrations, sit-ins etc. without prior approval from UNEP (through Civil Society Unit)
• Act disrespectful in word or action towards member states and other participants to UNEA
• Show you disagreement by actions such as holding up posters or interrupting speakers
• Occupy seats that are for not meant for Major Groups and Stakeholders
• Participate in receptions and other occasions that provide food and drinks to which you are not invited
• Bring Minors to UNEA, unless prior agreed with UNEP